M&A Technology Launches Genius Station, an Interactive Instructional Platform
for Education
Dallas, TX February 6, 2013 --M&A Technology, a leading provider of technology
solutions for K-12, will debut the mobile and interactive Genius StationTM at TCEA
2013 conference in Austin, Texas (booth #938). The Genius Station offers the first true
mobile platform for teachers to deliver interactive and engaging presentations without
the costly and time consuming installation of A/V equipment in the classroom. The
Genius Station integrates seamlessly with student devices allowing the teacher to
control, select and share the student’s work with the class.
“We believe the mobile and interactive Genius Station will revolutionize 21 st century
learning with its feature rich and cutting edge technology that encourages collaboration
between students and teachers in the classroom”, said Donna Shepard, Executive Vice
President at M&A Technology.
The mobile and interactive Genius Station was developed to eliminate the excessive
cost of installing and managing the traditional deployment of audio-visual tools in the
classroom. It also offers an easy to use interface for teachers to switch between
multiple sources of content and video with a click of a button. The 24” multi-touch
surface allows the teacher to easily annotate on the screen eliminating the need for
interactive whiteboards. The annotation software also allows the teacher to annotate on
Power Point and PDF files.
In Summary, the Genius Station offers a unique platform for teachers to deliver content
rich presentations and reduces the total cost of ownership. The school administrators
can easily deploy and train the teachers on the Genius Station making it a key element
of the 21st century interactive classroom. To learn more about Genius Station please
visit us at www.geniusstation.com. It’s simply genius!
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About M&A Technology, Inc.:
M&A Technology, a leading solutions provider since 1984, offers a wide range of custom technology
solutions for education that are based on innovation to improve productivity and reduce the total cost of
ownership through technology. In addition, M&A Technology offers cloud services for education from its
data center in Dallas. More information is available at http://www.macomp.com.
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